BCAPRA is British Columbia’s not-for-profit association of professional Registry Agents. Members offer reliable, timely search and registration results. BCAPRA welcomes businesses in the registry profession to join. Some of the benefits of belonging to the Association include:

- a convenient, one-stop website providing news updates and informative resources;
- representation on government committees, and
- an opportunity to obtain quotes on group benefit plans.

Professional Registry Agents are dedicated to providing high quality search and registration information to over 200 government offices throughout British Columbia. Registry Agents ensure that documents receive the professional handling necessary to obtain or register documents and are in compliance with the procedures set by the government registries of British Columbia.

For further information, please visit us at:  
www.bcapra.org
or email us at:  
info@bcapra.org
Our Services

BCAPRA provides current and historical information derived from the public records held by the Land Title and Survey Authority of British Columbia (“LTSA”). Our members pride themselves on their knowledge of the acquisition and development of real property in the province and their reporting skills in detailing historical records.

BCAPRA Registry Agents provide document registration support for strata property managers and self managed strata corporations.

BCAPRA can submit legal documents on behalf of clients to the LTSA, the Supreme & Provincial Courts of the province, and all other offices and agencies as required, in accordance with their respective standards. Members can provide services required for corporate, personal property, and manufactured homes. BCAPRA affiliates have a long tradition of being the service suppliers of choice for the legal community.

BCAPRA advises clients on documentation and procedures related to the submission of legal instruments under the acts and regulations of the province, based on a wealth of experience and knowledge. Agents act as a valuable resource for their clients.

Our Mission

- To ensure the Association becomes part of the consultative and decision making process in government decisions concerning search and registration activity in British Columbia.
- To heighten and promote awareness of the value-added services of the Registry Agent profession.
- To be recognized as a collective point for communication between government agencies and members.
- To participate in and take advantage of various group benefits on a voluntary basis.
- To promote the highest standards of ethics and proficiency among members.
- To advance the knowledge of members by the dissemination of information.
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